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Newsletter 62 : Many thanks
for your Interpack visit

18/06/2014

Evaluation Interpack
The new PREMIUM
The renewed “SWITCH+”
Summer maintenance
Ducklings for the
underprivileged

Dear reader,
Hopefully you found the time
to visit the Interpack fair in
Düsseldorf in May. It was
definitely worth it! Our Power
tunnels were top notch. The
new PREMIUM flaking
machine had a lot of success.
And the renewed SWITCH +
enrobing machine also
attracted a lot of attention. But
also our spinners, our
tempering machines, ... there
was a lot to see at the
Prefamac booth. And ....have
you already considered a
summer maintenance for your
small and large machines? Do
not postpone is the message!
Finally, we take a look at
coloured and tennis playing
ducklings.
Much reading and viewing
pleasure!

Many

for

your

Interpack

visit

!

Those who were present at Interpack some weeks ago, will immediately
recognize our booth: brown walls, brown floor, brown chocolate, but also white
chocolate,
green
chocolate
and
verrry
green
chocolate.
The power cooling tunnel with belt width 1600 mm at the front was to show all
possible options: complete covers with gas springs for easy cleaning, half covers
according to the gulf wing principle to have a better reach at both sides. But also
the Power plus with option bottom plates was shown. When cleaning becomes
even more important, the Power Slim (820 mm at the fair) is most appropriate
where both upper carpet belt and returning belt move under the covers. Should
you wish to receive our newest leaflets so that you can see the different cooling
principles, also of the Light cooling tunnel, then please just send an e-mail
tomyriam.schepers@prefamac.com
Click on more photos to see our Power, Power Slim, Power Plus and the Light
Plexi, but also the green-greener-greenest chocolate in the 3in1 compact.
More photos
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PREMIUM flakes
Finally a picture of the
newest PREMIUM flaking
machine. It had to stay a
first until the fair. More
than 500 kg of chocolate
blocks were flaked under
the eye of many
spectators. And yes, in
less than 2 minutes it is
possible to flake an entire
block of 5 kg. Suuuuper
fast, but also a suuuuper
nice result. Different
blades can be obtained,
to have different results. The youtube
video’s http://youtu.be/qd1B7Gth4CI and http://youtu.be/Rnp6S-NiqKk already
give a few nice examples. Industrial versions with a conveyor belt and cooling
are also available. Furthermore the corresponding biblio heating cabinet, to
easily preheat chocolate blocks, was used and shown
Click on more photos to admire the PREMIUM end results, and also the biblio
heating cabinet.
More photos

Super design for the
SWITCH+
Switching chocolate in a
flexible way is top notch,
so that is why the
SWITCH
enrobing
machine
was
only
getting more and more
important at Prefamac.
Both the big chocolate
bath (stock tray) as well
as the small bottom /
feet tray can be taken
out of the machine. For
each type of chocolate,
another tray can be
purchased:
separately
for real and compound chocolate, separately for milk and white chocolate or one
to work with and one to clean. For the fair, we presented the newest design of
the machine. Brand and type of PLC correspond with the customer’s wishes. Of
course,
manual
control
panels
are
also
still
available!
Click on more photos where we will show you some more details of our enrobing
machines.
More photos

Summer maintenance
This year we will not be planning our maintenance two weeks before Christmas
or two weeks before Easter? It would be very helpful to reserve this during the
summer period. Just before these holidays, everyone suddenly wants a
preventive maintenance, and sometimes this is a bit difficult for delivery
deadlines. In the summer, production is on a short break. And ... afterwards
starting again with new machines is even more enjoyable. At your factory or with
us in Lummen? Inform us !

Kim Clijsters for the underprivileged
At the same time as the European elections in late May, in our province a fun
event was organised for the underprivileged children in the region: A duck race
organized by Lions. More than 80,000 ducks were sold and launched together.
Prefamac also supported the action. The winning duck was good for a beautiful
Mercedes. The duckling action brought more than € 400.000 to charity. Kim
Clijsters, our Belgian tennis prodigy until recently, even had a special Kim
duckling designed. A collector's item for tennis lovers! And rest assured, all the
ducks were neatly fished out of the water on arrival.
Click on more photos where you can discover maaaaaaany ducklings.
More photos
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